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QoE

Conventional wisdom states that to improve quality of experience
(QoE), web service providers should reduce the median or other
percentiles of server-side delays. This work shows that doing so
can be ine�cient due to user heterogeneity in how the delays impact
QoE. From the perspective of QoE, the sensitivity of a request to
delays can vary greatly even among identical requests arriving at
the service, because they di�er in the wide-area network latency
experienced prior to arriving at the service. In other words, saving
50ms of server-side delay a�ects di�erent users di�erently.
This paper presents E2E, the �rst resource allocation system that
embraces user heterogeneity to allocate server-side resources in a
QoE-aware manner. Exploiting this heterogeneity faces a unique
challenge: unlike other application-level properties of a web request
(e.g., a user’s subscription type), the QoE sensitivity of a request to
server-side delays cannot be pre-determined, as it depends on the
delays themselves, which are determined by the resource allocation
decisions and the incoming requests. This circular dependence
makes the problem computationally di�cult.
We make three contributions: (1) a case for exploiting user heterogeneity to improve QoE, based on end-to-end traces from Microsoft’s cloud-scale production web framework, as well as a user
study on Amazon MTurk; (2) a novel resource allocation policy
that addresses the circular dependence mentioned above; and (3) an
e�cient system implementation with almost negligible overhead.
We applied E2E to two open-source systems: replica selection in
Cassandra and message scheduling in RabbitMQ. Using traces and
our testbed deployments, we show that E2E can increase QoE (e.g.,
duration of user engagement) by 28%, or serve 40% more concurrent
requests without any drop in QoE.
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Figure 1: (a) An example of three requests with di�erent QoE sensitivities to server-side delays, and (b) the potential QoE/throughput
improvement if we leverage user heterogeneity. These �gures are illustrative; actual �gures from our evaluation and trace analysis appear
later (e.g., Figures 3, 6).
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INTRODUCTION

Improving end-to-end performance is critical for web service providers
such as Microsoft, Amazon, and Facebook, whose revenues depend
crucially on high quality of experience (QoE). More than ten years
have passed since Amazon famously reported every 100ms of latency cost them 1% in sales, and Google found 0.5s of additional
load time for search results led to a 20% drop in tra�c [5]. Today,
latency remains critical but the consequences have gotten steeper:
an Akamai study in 2017 showed every 100ms of delay in website
load time hurt conversion rates by 7% [6], and Google reported
higher mobile webpage load times more than double the probability of a bounce [7]. Naturally, web service providers strive to
cut server-side delays—the only delays they can control—to improve the end-to-end performance of each web request. Following
this conventional wisdom, a rich literature has developed around
reducing web service delays (e.g., [21, 26, 28, 32, 45, 47, 49]).
Our work is driven by a simple observation: although reducing
server-side delay generally improves QoE, the amount of QoE improvement varies greatly depending on the external delay of each
web request, i.e., the total delay experienced prior to arriving at
the web service due to ISP routing, last-mile connectivity, and so
forth. In other words, if we de�ne QoE sensitivity as the amount
QoE would improve if the server-side delay were reduced to zero,
there is substantial heterogeneity in QoE sensitivity across users.
This heterogeneity results from two empirical �ndings. First, as
illustrated in Figure 1(a), QoE typically decreases along a sigmoidlike curve as delay increases. When the external delay is very short
or very long (e.g., A or C on the curve), QoE tends to be less sensitive to the server-side delay than when the external delay is in
the middle (e.g., B on the curve). We veri�ed this trend using traces
from Microsoft’s cloud-scale production web framework, as well as
a user study we ran on Amazon MTurk to derive QoE curves for
several popular websites (§2.2).
Second, external delays are inherently diverse across user requests to the same web service, due to factors that are beyond the
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control of the web service provider: e.g., ISP routing, last-mile connectivity, DNS lookups, and client-side (browser) rendering and
processing. Our analysis of our traces reveals substantial variability in external delays even among requests received by the same
frontend web server, for the same web content (§2.2).
The heterogeneity in QoE sensitivity implies that following the
conventional wisdom of minimizing server-side delays uniformly
across all requests can be ine�cient, because resources may be used
to optimize requests that are not sensitive to this delay. Instead, we
should reallocate these resources to requests whose QoE is sensitive
to server-side delay.
At a high level, user heterogeneity is inherent to the Internet’s
loosely federated architecture, where di�erent systems are connected together functionally (client devices, ISPs, cloud providers,
etc.), but delay optimization is handled separately by each system.
Our work does not advocate against this federated architecture;
rather, we argue that web service providers should embrace the
heterogeneity of QoE sensitivity across users to better allocate serverside resources to optimize QoE. Using our traces, we show that if
we could reshu�e server-side delays among concurrent requests
so that requests with more sensitive QoE get lower server-side
delays, we could increase the average duration of user engagement
(a measure of QoE) by 28% (§2.3).
To explore the opportunities of leveraging user heterogeneity, we
present E2E, a resource allocation system for web services that optimizes QoE by allocating resources based on each user’s sensitivity
to server-side delay.1 E2E can be used by any shared-resource service; for example it can be used for replica selection in a distributed
database to route sensitive requests to lighter-loaded replicas.
The key conceptual challenge behind E2E is that, unlike static
properties of a request (e.g., basic vs. premium subscription, wireless
vs. wired connectivity), one cannot determine the QoE sensitivity of
an arriving request based solely on its external delay. Instead, QoE
sensitivity depends on the server-side delay as well. As we show in
§3.2, if the server-side delay is large enough, it could cause a seemingly less sensitive request (A) to su�er more QoE degradation than
a seemingly more sensitive request (B). Thus, one cannot prioritize
the allocation of resources without taking into account both the
external delay distribution and the server-side delay distribution.
The latter distribution, in turn, is a�ected by the resource allocation itself, which makes the problem circular and computationally
expensive to solve at the timescale of a web serving system.
E2E addresses this challenge from both the algorithmic perspective and the systems perspective. From the algorithmic perspective,
E2E decouples the resource allocation problem into two subproblems, each of which can be solved e�ciently: (1) a workload allocation process, which determines the server-side delay distribution
without considering QoE sensitivity; and (2) a delay assignment
process, which uses graph matching to “assign” the server-side
delays to individual requests in proportion to their QoE sensitivity.
E2E solves the two subproblems iteratively until it �nds the best
workload allocation and delay assignment (§4).
From the systems perspective, E2E further reduces the cost of
processing each request by coarsening the timescale and the granularity of resource allocation decisions. Observing that the optimal
1 E2E

takes an “end-to-end” view of web request delays.
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Page Type 1 Page Type 2 Page Type 3
Page loads (K)
682.6
314.1
600.2
Web sessions (K)
564.8
265.7
512.2
Unique URLs (K)
3.8
1.5
3.2
Unique users (K)
521.5
264.2
481.8
Table 1: Dataset summary (date: 02/20/2018)
allocation is insensitive to small perturbations in the external delay
and server-side delay distributions, we allow the system to cache
allocation decisions in a lookup table and only update them when
a signi�cant change is detected in either distribution (§5).
We demonstrate the practicality of E2E by integrating it into two
open-source systems to make them QoE-aware: replica selection
in a distributed database (Cassandra) and message scheduling in a
message broker (RabbitMQ) (§6). We use a trace-driven evaluation
and our testbed deployments to show that (1) E2E can improve
QoE (e.g., duration of user engagement) by 28%, or serve 40% more
concurrent requests without any drop in QoE; and (2) E2E incurs
negligible (4.2%) system overhead and less than 100µs delay (§7).
This paper focuses on applying E2E to an individual service, or to
multiple services that serve unrelated requests. In a production web
framework, it is often the case that multiple backend services work
together to complete the same (high-level) web request. Focusing
on individual backend services allows us to develop our key idea
of prioritizing requests based on how sensitive their QoE is to
server-side delays, without the added complexity introduced by
dependencies across services. We discuss these issues in §9.

2

MOTIVATION

We �rst use our traces to show the prevalence of heterogeneity
in how server-side delays impact the QoE of di�erent users (§2.2).
Then, we analyze the potential QoE improvement that could be
attained by exploiting this heterogeneity for server-side resource
allocation (§2.3).

2.1

Dataset

Our dataset consists of the traces of all web requests served by a
production web framework cluster during one day in February 2018.
The cluster is one of several located in an Eastern US datacenter
serving the major websites and online storefront properties of Microsoft.2 Importantly, the traces include both client-side (browser)
and server-side event logs: the client-side logs record all page rendering events and issued requests, while the server-side logs record
all backend processing operations required to ful�ll each request.
Overall, the dataset spans 1.17M unique users and 1.6M page load
events, as summarized in Table 1.
For each web request, we de�ne three delay metrics, shown
visually in Figure 2:
• The total delay (also known as page load time) is the duration
between when a user clicks a link that issues the request and
when the last object associated with the request is rendered.
• The server-side delay is the time to process all server-side operations on the backend, which may involve multiple steps, such as
fetching product IDs from a database and then querying a product
catalog for HTML description snippets, before aggregating the
results and sending them to the user.
2 Examples

include: microsoft.com, xbox.com, msn.com, etc..
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Figure 2: The life cycle of a web request, showing the total delay,
server-side delay, and external delay.
• The external delay includes all delays beyond the purview of
server-side operations, e.g., transferring data over the wide-area
network, routing the request to the service, decoding and rendering the response in the client-side browser, etc..
We measure these delay metrics for each web request using the
timestamps recorded in our traces. The total delay is measured by
the di�erence between the �rst and the last timestamps associated
with the request. The server-side delay is measured by the total
delay of all backend operations (with overlapping delays excluded).
As mentioned above, we assume there is a single backend service;
we discuss complex dependencies between backend services in
§9. Finally, the external delay of a web request is calculated by
subtracting the server-side delay from the total delay; it includes
both wide-area network and datacenter delays, as shown in Figure 2.
Note that this estimate of external delay is conservative because the
actual delay may be smaller if server-side processing overlaps with
wide-area transfers or browser rendering—our results improve as
server-side delay becomes larger relative to external delay.

2.2

QoE sensitivity and its heterogeneity

Our basic intuition is that the impact of the server-side delay of
a request on its QoE, i.e., its QoE sensitivity, varies greatly across
users. This follows directly from two observations, which we empirically demonstrate here: the sigmoid-like relationship between
QoE and total delay, and the variability in requests’ external delays.
Sigmoid-like QoE-delay relationship: Figure 3 shows the QoEdelay relationship of requests to one particular page type. Like
prior work, we estimate QoE by “time-on-site”, measured as the
di�erence between the start and end timestamps of their web session. A web session includes all of the user’s engagement on the
website, such as subsequent clicks and other interactions, with no
period of inactivity greater than 30 minutes. Figure 3 groups the
total delays into equal-sized buckets, each with at least 5,000 users,
and plots the average QoE of users in each bucket. The key property
of this graph is its sigmoid-like shape. Initially the total delay is
small and the QoE is almost insensitive to any change in delay (the
delay is too short for users to perceive); then the QoE starts to drop
sharply with slope peaking at around 2,000 ms (this is the region
where reducing total delay makes a di�erence); �nally, when the
total delay exceeds about 5,800 ms, the QoE becomes insensitive
again (the delay is long enough that a little additional delay, while
noticeable, does not substantially a�ect QoE). Accordingly, we can
roughly categorize all user requests into three sensitivity classes:
• Too-fast-to-matter (left blue-shaded area): QoE is not sensitive to
server-side delay if total delay is below 2000 ms.
• Sensitive (middle orange-shaded area): QoE is sensitive to serverside delay when total delay is between 2000 ms and 5,800 ms.
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Figure 3: We observe a non-linear relationship between QoE and
total delay (a), so reducing delay by the same amount can have a
dramatically di�erent impact on QoE. We highlight di�erent sensitivity regions with di�erent colors. The same QoE-delay relationship is
observed in our MTurk-based user study (b).
• Too-slow-to-matter (right red-shaded area): QoE is not sensitive
to server-side delay if total delay exceeds 5,800 ms.
The sigmoid-like curve may look similar to deadline-driven utility curves commonly used in prior work (e.g., [21, 41]), but there is
a di�erence. Traditionally, a service deadline is set where the QoE
starts to drop. But our analysis shows that when the total delay
exceeds any threshold, the QoE does not drop to zero immediately,
and instead decreases gradually as total delay increases. As we will
see in §7.4, this di�erence can cause deadline-driven schemes to
have suboptimal QoE.
We acknowledge that time-on-site may not always re�ect how
satis�ed users are with the web loading experience. Therefore, we
complement the above analysis with an IRB approved user study3
on Amazon MTurk [1]. We describe the detailed setup in Appendix B and only give a summary here. Following similar work in
the crowdsourcing literature [48], we asked participants to watch
a web page load with di�erent total delays and then to rate their
experience on a scale of 1-5. The total delays were randomly permuted per user to avoid any bias due to ordering. We ran this user
study on the same web page as in Figure 3(a) and plot the resulting
QoE curve in Figure 3(b). As the �gure shows, the curve from the
user study shares the same sigmoid-like shape as the curve from
our trace analysis. We also repeated the user study on four other
popular websites; all websites yielded similar sigmoid-like QoE
curves, though the boundaries of the three sensitivity regions vary
slightly across the sites.
Although our observations about the QoE-delay relationship do
not seem di�erent from prior work (e.g., [14, 22]), they have deeper
implications when combined with the next empirical observation
on the variability of external delays.
Variability in external delays: The sigmoid-like relationship
between QoE and delay means that the sensitivity of QoE to serverside delay depends heavily on the external delay. Figure 4 shows
the distribution of external delays among requests for the same web
page received at the same frontend web cluster. We see a substantial
fraction of requests in each of the three sensitivity classes (25% toofast-to-matter, 50% sensitive, 25% too-slow-to-matter). The same
kind of distribution holds across web pages and is stable over time
in our traces.4 Note that the variance in Figure 4 is unlikely due
3 Our

study was approved by U. Chicago, IRB18-1096. It does not raise ethical issues.
total delay distributions in our traces are consistent with those observed in prior
work [16], though they may still vary with website type (e.g., online shopping vs.
search engine).
4 The
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to datacenter-level geographical di�erences, since our traces use a
global network of edge proxies to route users from the same region
to the same datacenter cluster, although this does not exclude geographical di�erences users in the same region. It is also unlikely due
to application-level di�erences, since the requests are all targeting
the same web page. In practice, a web service provider may see
even greater variability in external delays if its edge proxies are less
widely distributed than our traces (causing each datacenter cluster
to serve a larger geographic region), or if requests are processed
by a more centralized architecture (e.g., in many video streaming
CDNs [51]).
Since external delays are beyond the control of the web service
provider, they are an inherent property of the request from the
perspective of the service provider. This is in contrast to server-side
delays, which the service can in�uence.

Potential for improvement

We now use a trace-driven simulation to demonstrate the opportunity of leveraging the heterogeneity of QoE sensitivity to server-side
delays. Suppose the dataset has n requests R = {r 1, . . . , r n }, and
the server-side delay and external delay of request r i are si and c i ,
respectively. Let Q(·) be the QoE function that takes total delay as
input and returns the expected QoE. The current QoE of r i can thus
be denoted by Viold = Q(si + c i ). Table 2 summarizes our notation.
Reshu�ling server-side delays: Now, let us consider a simple
analysis to counterfactually estimate the bene�t of allocating resources based on QoE sensitivity. We preserve both the external
delay of each request and the collection of server-side delays, but we
re-assign the server-side delays to requests as follows. We �rst rank
all requests in order of their derivative on the QoE curve,

0
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200

300

Per-request QoE gain (%)

Figure 4: External delays exhibit great variance even among requests
received by the same web server cluster for the same page content.

2.3

.6

dQ
dx x =c ,
i

representing the impact on QoE of a small change in server-side delay. Then, we assign the k th -largest server-side delay to the request
with the k th -smallest derivative (i.e., the k th -least sensitive request
to server-side delay). Let denote the resulting permutation of
server-side delays, i.e., request r i now has server-side delay s (i) .
So the new QoE of request r i is Vinew = Q(s (i) + c i ).
Intuitively, the above re-assignment gives small server-side delays to requests that are sensitive to them, and larger delays to
requests that are less sensitive. If the server-side delays si are suf�ciently small, this assignment can be shown to be optimal, as
Õ
follows. The average QoE can be written as n1 ni=1 Q(s (i) + c i ) =
Õ
Õ
1 n
1 n
0
n i=1 s (i)Q (c i ) + n i=1 Q(c i ). Suppose the c i are given and
w.l.o.g. c 1  · · ·  c n , then this expression is maximized when
s (1)  · · ·  s (n) .
Practicality of simulation: To avoid assigning improbable serverside delays to the requests, we �rst grouped the requests by page
type within one-minute time windows, and only re-assigned serverside delays among requests in the same group and 10-second time

Figure 5: Potential QoE gains through better allocation of server-side
resources based on QoE sensitivity. By reshu�ing server-side delays
(solid yellow line), we achieve signi�cant QoE gains that are close to
the (unrealizable) ideal of zero server-side delays (dashed blue line).
window. In other words, we do not assign the server-side delay of
an o�-peak-hour request to a peak-hour request, or the server-side
delay of a simple static page request to a complex page request. We
also veri�ed that the server-side delay distributions exhibit only
negligible changes within a time window. Nonetheless, there are
two important caveats. First, our analysis assumes the server-side
delays can be arbitrarily re-assigned among requests, which of
course is impractical. Second, the analysis uses a very simple algorithm that assumes the set of server-side delays is �xed. In practice,
server-side delays are di�cult to predict and depend on how resources are allocated to requests. These issues make it challenging
to achieve the QoE gains predicted by our simulation; later sections
address the issues to extract as much gain as we can manage.
Potential gains in QoE and throughput: Figure 5 shows the
distribution of QoE improvements over all requests, i.e., (Q inew
Q iold )/Q iold , as predicted by our simulation. We see that a small
fraction of requests (less than 15.2%) su�er a marginally worse QoE
under the new assignment, but a substantial fraction of requests
(over 27.8%) see QoE improve by at least 20%. Overall, the new
average QoE is 15.4% higher than the old QoE. These improvements
are consistent across di�erent page types in the traces. Note that
although the new assignment may worsen tail QoE, requests at
the tail have such small QoE derivatives that the additional degradation is marginal. We conclude that there is substantial room to
improve QoE for a substantial fraction of users, without changing
the distribution of server-side delays.
Similarly, we can also support more concurrent requests, i.e.,
higher throughput, while maintaining a similar level of QoE. To
estimate the gain in throughput, we apply our reshu�ing of serverside delays to peak hours (higher throughput but worse QoE) and to
o�-peak hours (lower throughput but better QoE). Figure 6 shows
the throughput and QoE during these two periods of time. We randomly select web requests from two peak hours (4pm and 9pm) and
three o�-peak hours (12am, 3am, 10pm), all in the Eastern Time
Zone. For every 10 minutes, we pick the last 10-second window,
reshu�e the server-side delays within the time window, and measure the new QoE as above. We can see that the new average QoE
during peak hours is similar to (even higher than) the old QoE during o�-peak hours. In other words, if we only apply our approach
during peak hours, we could support 40% more users without any
drop in average QoE.
Now, there are two contributing factors that suggest why these
potential gains can be realized over existing systems.
1. Existing systems are agnostic to user heterogeneity. Figure 7 shows
the distribution of server-side delays in a 10-second window for
requests whose external delays fall into di�erent ranges. We see

QoE (Normalized)
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Figure 6: Potential throughput improvement with similar QoE,
achieved by reshu�ing server-side delays during peak hours and
o�-peak hours.
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Figure 7: Current server-side delays are uncorrelated with external
delays, showing that the existing resource allocation policy is agnostic
to QoE sensitivity. (Candlesticks show {5, 25, 50, 75, 95} percentiles.)
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Figure 9: Overview of E2E.

E2E: OVERVIEW

The next few sections describe E2E, a general resource allocation
system for web services that realizes the potential QoE and throughput gains of leveraging user heterogeneity.
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Figure 8: Server-side delays are highly variable, and not just at the
tail. This holds for di�erent page types.
that there is little correlation between the external delay and
the corresponding server-side delay, which suggests that current
resource allocation and processing of these requests is agnostic
to QoE sensitivity. Our discussions with the Microsoft product
teams represented in our traces corroborate this �nding.
2. Server-side delays are highly variable. Figure 8 shows that there is a
substantial variability in server-side delays even among requests
for the same page type. Part of this variance is due to tail performance (as observed in prior work), but the lower percentiles
also show substantial variance. This variance in server-side delays creates the “wiggle room” that makes the improvements in
Figure 5 possible.
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Summary of key observations

The �ndings in this section can be summarized as follows:
• The variability of external delays across users and the sigmoidlike relationship between QoE and page load time give rise to
heterogeneity in the QoE sensitivity of users to server-side delays.
• Our trace-driven simulation shows that by allocating server-side
delays based on the QoE sensitivity of each request, one could
potentially improve QoE by 20% with the same throughput, or
improve throughput by 40% with the same QoE.
• Existing server-side resource allocation is largely agnostic to
external delays, while server-side delays exhibit high variance,
which together create the opportunity to signi�cantly improve
QoE over current schemes.

3.1

Architecture

Figure 9 illustrates the main components of E2E and how it interacts
with a web service system. Typically, a web request is �rst received
by a frontend web server (Figure 9 depicts only one web server,
but there may be multiple), which then forwards the request to
a backend infrastructure service (e.g., a distributed database or a
message broker) whose compute/network resources are shared
across requests. E2E provides a resource allocation policy for the
shared service that makes a decision for each request, e.g., telling it
which replica to route the request to in a distributed database, or
what priority to assign the request in a message broker. Figure 9
depicts only one shared-resource service, but in general E2E can
serve multiple services (or multiple applications within a service)
simultaneously, provided these services do not interact on the same
request. We discuss interrelated services, such as those used to
aggregate results for a high-level web request, in §9.
E2E takes as input three variables: an o�ine-pro�led QoE model
(such as the ones in Figure 3), an external delay model from the
frontend web servers, and a server-side delay model from the sharedresource service. The external delay model provides the distribution
of external delays across requests and an estimate of the current
request’s external delay. This external delay is then tagged as an
additional �eld on the request and on any associated sub-requests
(similar to [21]). The server-side delay model provides an estimate
of the server-side delay of a request based on the decision and the
current workload. Based on these inputs, E2E returns a decision
per request for how to allocate resources to it. We discuss how
server-side delays and external delays are estimated in §6.
Figure 10 gives two illustrative examples of how E2E might a�ect
resource allocation policies, for a distributed database and a message
broker. In particular, E2E can improve the requests’ QoE in two
ways. First, E2E can assign more QoE-sensitive requests to decisions
that have lower server-side delays, e.g., a less loaded replica in a
distributed database. Second, E2E can allocate resources to a�ect the
server-side delays, in order to reduce the delays for QoE-sensitive
requests. Even if E2E cannot predict server-side delays exactly, it
can still create a discrepancy between the delays experienced by
requests of di�erent QoE sensitivities. For instance, as illustrated
in Figure 10(a), E2E can assign uneven loads across the replicas of
a distributed database, so that less loaded replicas are available to
process QoE-sensitive requests with faster response times.
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Requests sensitive to server-side delay
Requests insensitive to server-side delay

Default policy
(Load balanced)

Default policy
New policy
(FIFO)
(Aware of QoE sensitivity)

New policy
(Aware of QoE sensitivity)

(a) Replica selection in distributed database (b) Scheduling in message broker

Figure 10: Examples of how E2E may allocate resources di�erently
in (a) a distributed database and (b) a message broker.
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Figure 11: Illustration of how allocating resources based solely on
requests’ external delays can lead to suboptimal QoE. Scenarios 1 and 2
have the same pair of requests but di�erent server-side delays. We use
the assignment of server-side delays to represent resource allocation.
In scenario 1, assigning the shorter server-side delay (s 2 ) to B and
the longer one (s 1 ) to A leads to better overall QoE. But in scenario 2,
giving the shorter delay (s 20 ) to A leads to worse overall QoE.

The next two sections present E2E’s resource allocation policy
and control interface, using the distributed database and message
broker as two concrete examples of a shared-resource service. In
general, E2E makes very few assumptions about how a shared
service processes requests or physically shares its resources; it
only requires the service to expose an API for controlling decisions
(e.g., the replica to select, the priority of a request, etc.). Also, our
work places less emphasis on the prediction of external/server-side
delays, or the implementation of a control plane on which E2E’s
resource allocation policy may run. Existing work already addresses
and provides general solutions for these aspects (e.g., [20, 21, 41]).

3.2

Key challenge

The key challenge behind E2E is that the optimal decision for a
request cannot be determined from the request alone. Instead, the
decision depends on the external delay distribution of other requests
as well as the server-side delay distribution, which itself is a function
of these decisions. Figure 11 illustrates a simple example where
prioritizing requests purely based on external delay can lead to a
bad decision, and shows how to improve it by taking the server-side
delays and other requests’ external delays into account. The key
observation is that the non-convexity of the QoE-delay curve may
cause the sensitivity of a request’s QoE to �ip depending on the
external delay and the magnitude of the server-side delay.
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Term
ri ; R
ci ; C
si ; S
Q(·)
zi ; Z
G(·)

Brief description
request; vector of requests
external delay of r i ; vector of external delays
server-side delay of r i ; vector of server-side delays
QoE model; Q(d) returns the QoE of total delay d
allocation decision of r i ; vector of decisions
server-side delay model; G(Z ) returns the server-side delay
vector of decision vector Z
Table 2: Summary of terminology

This property makes it challenging to design a scalable decisionmaking policy. In particular, the circular dependence between serverside delays and resource allocation decisions makes the problem
algorithmically expensive; and the need to account for other request’s external delays adds processing overheads.
The above makes E2E conceptually di�erent from many other
request scheduling problems where each request has an innate
property that indicates its urgency, such as subscription type (e.g.,
premium vs regular users) or the application’s delay sensitivity
(e.g., video streaming vs. web pages). Notably, Timecard [41] and
DQBarge [21], two closely related systems to ours, use the external
delay to directly determine the processing deadline of each request
in isolation, without considering other requests or the global impact
on available resources (see §8).

4

E2E: DECISION POLICY

This section describes E2E’s decision-making policy for allocating
resources to requests.

4.1

Problem formulation

We start by formulating the problem of E2E. Table 2 summarizes
our terminology. We use r i , c i , si , zi to denote the i th request, its external delay, server-side delay, and allocation decision, respectively.
Given n concurrent requests r 1,..., r n whose external delays c i ..., c n
are provided by the external delay model, E2E �nds the decision
vector Z =(z 1,..., zn ) that maximizes
n
1’
Q(c i + G(zi , Z )),
n i=1

where Q(d) is the QoE of a request with total delay d, as estimated
by the QoE model; and G(z, Z ) is the server-side delay of a request
assigned to decision z given that the complete decision vector is
Z , as estimated by the server-side delay model. We assume that
the QoE, external delay, and server-side delay models are known
and provided as input; we discuss their implementation in §6. For
now we assume the server-side delay model G(·) returns precise
(noise-free) estimates; we relax this assumption at the end of §4.3.
Unfortunately, solving this problem is computationally hard,
because it has to take two dependencies into account:
1. The amount of resource allocated by zi to a request i depends on
how much impact the resource would have on the request’s QoE.
But this impact is not linear: as more resources are given to the
request, the improvement to its QoE may increase or diminish
(since Q is non-linear with respect to server-side delay G(zi )).
2. The resource allocation among a set requests depends on the
server-side delay distribution, which is itself a function of the
resource allocation.
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(a) Obtain server-side delays of the
(b) Construct a bipartite graph
(c) Find a maximum
(d) Translate bipartite matching
decision allocation from G( )
between requests and decisions
bipartite matching
into replica selection decisions
Figure 12: Running our request-decision mapping algorithm on an example replica selection scenario with three requests (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) and two
replicas (x, ). The given decision allocation is two requests for replica x and one request for the replica . The �nal request-decision assignment is
optimal for the decision allocation if and only if the corresponding bipartite matching is maximum.
Mathematically, this problem is NP-hard; the proof is beyond
the scope of this paper (readers can refer to [46]), but the basic
hardness lies in the non-convexity of function Q.

4.2

Input: 1) A vector of n requests (r 1 , . . . , r n ),
2) external delay of r i is c i ,
3) Number of possible decisions k
Output: Decision vector Z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ), z i is decision of r i

Two-level decision-making policy

Our approach to addressing the above intractability is to decouple
the problem into two levels, as shown in Algorithm 1). The bottom
level �nds the best request-decision mapping for a given decision
allocation, where a decision allocation is the number of requests
assigned with each possible decision (e.g., in a distributed database
the possible decisions are the di�erent replicas). The top level uses a
simple hill-climbing search to try di�erent decision allocations, �nd
the best request-decision mapping for each allocation (by invoking
the bottom level), and repeating until a decision allocation with
the best QoE is found. The rationale behind this search strategy
is that requests are functionally identical, so the server-side delay
model depends only on the decision allocation—e.g., the number of
requests assigned to each replica, not which speci�c requests are
assigned—allowing us to drastically reduce the search space from
all possible resource allocations to all possible decision allocations.
Since the number of possible decisions is typically small (e.g., the
number of replicas or priority levels), this is a large savings.
On the other hand, �nding the best request-decision mapping
for a given decision allocation can be done optimally and e�ciently,
by viewing it as a graph matching problem. We present the details
of this algorithm next.

4.3

Algorithm 1: E2E’s two-level decision-making policy.

Request-decision mapping algorithm

For a given decision allocation, we compute the optimal assignment
of requests to decisions by following a four-step process, illustrated
in Figure 12 through the example of a replica selection scenario:
1. Figure 12(a): Create n “slots” corresponding to the decision allocation and obtain their server-side delays from G(·). In this case
there are three slots, two for replica x and one for replica , with
server-side delays s x , s x , s .
2. Figure 12(b): Construct an n-to-n bipartite graph where nodes
on the left are requests and nodes on the right are slots, and the
weight of the edge from request r i to slot s is Q(c i + s), i.e., the
expected QoE of the request if assigned with this decision.
3. Figure 12(c): Find a maximum bipartite matching, i.e., a subgraph
where each node has exactly one edge and the total weight is
maximized.
4. Figure 12(d): Translate the matching to a request-decision assignment: each request is assigned the decision corresponding

/* Initialize decision allocation
1

(n, 0, . . . , 0) ! W

/* Find the best decisions and QoE under W
2
3
4
5
6

RequestDecisionMappingAlgorithm(W ) ! Z
Õ
i Q (c i + G(z i , Z )) ! q
while HillClimbing(W ) ! W 0 , do
RequestDecisionMappingAlgorithm(W 0 ) ! Z 0
Õ
0
0
0
i Q (c i + G(z i , Z )) ! q

/* Update Z if hillclimbing step improves QoE

7
8

*/
*/

*/

if Q 0 > Q then
Z 0 ! Z , q0 ! q

to the slot it is linked to. In this example the �nal decisions are:
c 2 ! x, c 3 ! x, c 1 ! .
The key insight is to cast the problem of maximizing the QoE of a
request-decision mapping to that of maximizing a matching in a
bipartite graph, for which polynomial-time algorithms exist [24, 30].
The polynomial is cubic in the number of requests, so care must be
taken to ensure an e�cient implementation; this is addressed in §5.
In practice, the server-side delay model G(·) estimates a distribution of the server-side delay, not an exact value, so the requestdecision mapping algorithm (Figure 12) needs to be modi�ed as
follows. Instead of labeling each slot with a �xed value in Figure 12(a) (e.g., s x ), we label it with a probability distribution f x (s)
(provided by G(·)), and label the edge in Figure 12(b) between request
r i and the slot with the expected QoE over this distribution,
Ø1
i.e., 0 Q(c i + s)f x (s)ds.

5

E2E: DECISION OVERHEAD

E2E’s has to make a resource allocation decision for each request,
and this decision might change if one or more of the input variables
(QoE model, external delay model, server-side delay model) changes.
This overhead can quickly become unscalable if left unchecked.
Our idea for reducing the decision-making overhead is to coarsen
the granularity of decisions along two dimensions: (1) spatially
grouping requests with similar characteristics, and (2) temporally
caching decisions that are updated only when a signi�cant change
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occurs in the input variables. Although these are heuristics with
no formal guarantees, we �nd that they work well in practice (§7).
Coarsening spatial granularity: We coarsen decisions spatially
by grouping requests into a constant number of buckets based on
their external delays. Speci�cally, we split the range of external
delays into k intervals, and all requests whose external delays fall
in the same interval are grouped in the same bucket. We then run
E2E’s decision-making policy over the buckets rather than individual requests, and assign the same �nal decision to all requests
in a bucket. This coarsening ensures that the running time of the
decision-making process is always constant, rather than growing
with the cube of the number of requests (the fastest bipartite matching algorithm [24, 30]). To minimize the amount of QoE degradation
caused by making decisions at the bucket level, the external delay
intervals satisfy two criteria: (1) they evenly split the request population, and (2) the span of any interval does not exceed a prede�ned
threshold . Our evaluation shows these criteria are e�ective.
Coarsening temporal granularity: We have empirically observed that the same decision assignment can yield close-to-optimal
QoE even if some of the inputs to E2E’s decision-making policy
have changed slightly. Therefore, E2E caches its decision assignment in a decision lookup table that the shared-resource service can
query for every new request. The keys in this table are the buckets
of the external delays, and the corresponding value is the decision
assigned to each bucket. The exact de�nition of decisions varies
across use cases. For instance, in a distributed database, the decision
of a speci�c external delay bucket is the probability of sending a
request to each of the replicas, if the request’s external delay falls
in the bucket. The lookup table is only updated when one of the
input variables has changed by a “signi�cant amount”. The policy
for deciding this is orthogonal and not something we prescribe;
e.g., it could be if the J-S divergence [37] between the new and old
distributions exceeds a certain threshold.
Fault tolerance of E2E controller: In E2E, a request needs to
wait for its resource allocation decision from the E2E controller,
which can therefore become a single point of failure for the whole
system. This can be mitigated in three ways. First, if the E2E controller fails, the shared-resource service can still make QoE-aware
decisions by looking up the request’s external delay in the most
recently cached decision lookup table (see above). Second, the E2E
controller is replicated with the same input state (QoE model, external delay model, server-side delay model), so when the primary
controller fails, a secondary controller can take over using standard
leader election [15, 27]. Finally, in the case of total E2E failure, the
shared-resource service can simply bypass E2E and use its default
resource allocation policy.

6

USE CASES

We demonstrate E2E’s practical usefulness by integrating it into two
popular web infrastructure services, depicted in Figure 13: replica
selection in a distributed database and message scheduling in a
message broker. In both cases, E2E makes minimal changes to the
shared-resource service and only relies on the control interface
exposed by them. We evaluate E2E’s overhead in §7.3.
Use case #1: Distributed database. We choose Cassandra [2] as
the distributed database, and use E2E to select the replica for each request (this operation is common to other distributed databases, and
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Figure 13: Use cases of E2E
not speci�c to Cassandra). In particular, we made two changes. First,
we modi�ed the existing replica selection logic (getReadExecutor
of ReadExecutor) of the Cassandra client. Our new logic stores
the decision lookup table (§5) received from the E2E controller in a
local data structure. When a new request arrives, it looks up the
request’s external delay in the table to get the selected replica’s
IP. Second, we modi�ed the client service callback function (in
RequestHandler) to keep track of the load (number of concurrent
requests) and the observed (server-side) delay of each replica. In
practice, the replication level, i.e., the number of replicas for each
key, is usually much smaller than the total number of servers. A simple replication strategy, adopted by Cassandra and other databases
like MongoDB [3], is to divide the servers into replica groups and
store a copy of the entire database in each group. This replication
strategy is a good �t for E2E, which now simply has to choose a
replica group for each incoming request. It also allows E2E to a�ect
server-side delays by ensuring that some replica groups are less
loaded and used to process QoE-sensitive requests.
Use case #2: Message broker. We choose RabbitMQ [4] as the
message broker (other message brokers can work with E2E in a
similar way). RabbitMQ manages its resource by using priority
queues and associating each request with a priority level. Requests
with high priority are served before requests with low priority.
Similar to the Cassandra implementation, we made two changes
to integrate E2E. First, we wrote the E2E controller logic in a
python script and pass it to RabbitMQ as the default scheduling
policy (through queue_bind) when the RabbitMQ service is initialized. Second, we modi�ed the per-request callback function
(confirm_delivery) to track each request’s progress and the queueing delay in the message broker.
Implementation details: E2E requires three models as input in
order to run. We describe our realizations of these models below,
though other approaches are certainly possible.
• QoE model: Our E2E prototype uses the QoE models derived from
the Microsoft traces and our MTurk user study, shown in Figure 3
and detailed in Appendix B. The QoE model needs to be updated
only when the web service changes its content substantially; we
do not update it in our prototype.
• External delay model: Our E2E prototype builds the external delay
distribution from per-request external delay measurements in
recent history. The external delays are currently provided by
our traces and are not calculated in real-time for each request,
though the latter is necessary in a production deployment (see
§9). We use batched updates to reduce the overhead of keeping
the distribution up-to-date. Speci�cally, we found in our traces
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that it is su�cient to update the external delay distribution every
10 seconds, because a 10-second time window usually provides
enough requests to reliably estimate the distribution, and the
distribution remains stable within this window.
• Server-side delay model: Our prototype builds the server-side
delay model o�ine, by measuring the service delay distributions
induced by di�erent resource allocations. For instance, to build a
server-side delay model for the distributed database, we measure
the processing delays of one server under di�erent input loads:
{5%, 10%,. . . , 100%} of the maximum number of requests per second.
For the message broker the pro�ling is slightly more complicated:
we have to consider both the number of requests at each priority
level and the total number of requests at higher priority levels. In
practice we need not pro�le all possible allocations: it is su�cient
to sample some of them and extrapolate the others. Also, the
requests are homogeneous in both of our uses cases, as is typically
the case in web services. For services that serve heterogeneous
requests (e.g., both CPU-intensive and memory-intensive jobs),
or where the e�ects of di�erent resource allocations do not easily
extrapolate to each other, more advanced techniques may be
required to ensure the pro�ling is e�cient.

7

EVALUATION

We evaluate E2E using a combination of trace-driven simulations
and real testbed experiments. Our key �ndings are:
• E2E can substantially improve QoE: Users spend 11.9% more web
session time (more engagement) compared to the default resource
allocation policy in our traces; this improvement accounts for
77% of the best-possible improvement if server-side delays were
zero. (§7.2)
• E2E has low system overhead: E2E incurs only 0.15% additional
server-side delay and requires 4.2% more compute resources per
request. (§7.3)
• E2E can tolerate moderate estimation errors (up to 20%) on the
external delays, while still retaining over 90% of the QoE improvement attainable if there are no errors. (§7.4)

7.1

Methodology

Both our trace-driven simulator and our testbeds use the external
delay model derived from our traces (Table 1) and the QoE model
from Figure 3. The simulator is described in more detail in §2.3.
Testbed setup: To complement our trace-driven simulations, which
unrealistically assume the server-side delay distribution is �xed,
we create two real testbeds on Emulab—one for Cassandra and one
for RabbitMQ, as described in §6. We feed requests from our traces
to each testbed in chronological order with their recorded external
delays, and use the actual testbed processing time as the serverside delays. To show the impact of system load, we speed up the
replay by reducing the interval between two consecutive requests
by a speedup ratio (e.g., a speed-up ratio of 2 means we halve the
interval between every two consecutive requests). In the Cassandra
(distributed database) testbed, each request is a range query for
100 rows in a table of 5 million keys, which are replicated to three
replicas (three Emulab nodes), so each replica has a copy of each
key. The key size is 70B and the value size is 1KB. In the RabbitMQ
(messaging broker) testbed, each request is a 1KB message sent
to RabbitMQ (one Emulab node), and a consumer pulls a message
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from RabbitMQ every 5ms. Each Emulab node has one 3.0GHz Intel
Xeon processor, 2GB RAM, and 2x146GB HDD storage, and are
connected to each other by a 1Gbps Ethernet link.
We do not claim that this testbed is a faithful replication of the
production system that generated our traces. Rather, we use the
testbeds to allow resource allocation policies to a�ect the serverside delay distributions, as opposed to being constrained by the
�xed server-side delays in our traces. We use the traces only to
re�ect the real external delays of users issuing requests to a service.
Baselines: We compare E2E against two baseline policies:
• Default policy (unaware of the heterogeneity of QoE sensitivity):
In the simulator, it simply gives each request its recorded serverside delay. In RabbitMQ, it uses First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queueing.
In Cassandra, it balances load perfectly across replicas.
• Slope-based policy (aware of the heterogeneity of QoE sensitivity
but su�ers from the problem described in §3.2): In the simulator, it
gives the shortest server-side delay to the request whose external
delay has the steepest slope in the QoE model, and so forth (see
§2.3). In RabbitMQ, it gives the highest priority to the request
whose external delay has the steepest slope in the QoE model,
and so forth. In Cassandra, it is the same as E2E’s policy, except it
replaces the request-decision mapping algorithm with the slopebased algorithm above.
Metric of QoE gain: We measure the QoE gain of E2E (and its
variants) by the relative improvement of their average QoE over
that of the default policy, i.e., (Q E2E Q default )/(Q default ).

7.2

End-to-end evaluation

Overall QoE gains: Figure 14 compares the QoE gains of E2E and
the slope-based policy over the existing default policy, in our traces
and our testbeds. For page types 1 and 2 we use time-on-site as the
QoE metric (with Figure 3(a) as the QoE model), and for page type
3 we use user rating as the QoE metric (with Figure 3(b) as the QoE
model). Using user rating vs. time-on-site has negligible impact on
our conclusions, as they lead to very similar QoE models (Figure 3).
Figure 14(a) shows that in our traces, E2E achieves 12.6–15.4%
better average QoE than the default policy, whereas the slopebased policy has only 4–8% improvement. This suggests that E2E
addresses the limitation of the slope-based policy discussed in §3.2.
To put these gains into perspective, we consider an idealized policy
(labeled “idealized” in the �gure) that cuts all server-side delays to
zero (i.e., the best a web service could possibly do by cutting serverside delays). We see that the QoE gain of E2E already accounts for
74.1–83.9% of the QoE gain of this idealized policy.
Figure 14(b) also compares the QoE of E2E and the baseline
policies when feeding requests of page type 1 to the Cassandra and
RabbitMQ testbeds. We used a 20⇥ speedup ratio to su�ciently
load the systems (we explore the tradeo� between system load and
QoE gain below). The results show similar gains in QoE, with both
systems achieving a large fraction of the best possible gains.
Better QoE-throughput tradeo�s: Figure 15 compares the QoE
of E2E and the default policy under di�erent loads, in our traces
and our testbeds. E2E strikes a better QoE-throughput tradeo� than
both the default policy and the slope-based policy.
Figure 15(a) shows the results for di�erent hours of the day in our
traces (12am, 4am, 3pm, 8pm, 10pm all in US Eastern Time), which
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We examine the overheads incurred by E2E in computing cost,
decision delay, and fault tolerance.
System overhead: We compare the total resource consumption
of running each testbed with and without E2E. Figure 16 shows
the additional overhead of E2E in CPU and RAM usage. We see
that the overhead of E2E is several orders of magnitude lower than
the total overhead of running the Cassandra or RabbitMQ testbeds
themselves. Moreover, the CPU and RAM overheads grow more
slowly than those of the testbed service as the load increases.
Decision delay: Figure 17 shows the e�ectiveness of our two
decision delay-reduction optimizations (§5), using the Cassandra
testbed (with speedup ratio 20x). We see that (1) spatial coarsening

QoE gain (%)

exhibit a natural variation in load. Compared to the o�-peak hour
(leftmost, at 0.6), the peak hour (rightmost, at 1.0) sees 40% more
tra�c and, as a result, has 20.1% lower QoE. E2E achieves similar
QoE during the peak hour as the default policy does during the
o�-peak hour. In other words, E2E achieves 40% higher throughput
than the default policy without a drop in QoE.
Figures 15(b) and (c) compare the QoE of E2E with those of the
baseline policies in our testbeds, while varying the load (speedup
ratio 15⇥ to 25⇥, normalized as 0.6 to 1 throughput). E2E always
improves QoE, though to varying degrees. E2E’s gain is marginal
under low load, since all decisions have similar, good performance
(e.g., all replicas have low read latency when Cassandra is underloaded). As the load increases, however, E2E’s gain grows rapidly:
at system capacity, E2E achieves 25% QoE gain over the default
policy. This can be explained as follows (using Cassandra as an
example). The default policy (perfect load balancing) drives every
replica to a moderately high load, so all requests are a�ected by
bad tail latencies. In contrast, E2E allocates load unevenly so that at
least one replica is fast enough to serve the QoE-sensitive requests.
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Figure 17: Per-request delay reduction due to spatial and temporal
coarsening (§5).

Figure 15: QoE improvement of E2E under di�erent levels of loads.
Throughput is normalized against the highest per-hour throughput
(a) and the total testbed capacity (b, c).
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Figure 18: E2E can tolerate loss of the controller.
(bucketization of external delays) reduces the decision delay by
four orders of magnitude, and (2) temporal coarsening (caching E2E
decisions in a lookup table) reduces the decision delay by another
two orders of magnitude. The resulting per-request response delay
is well below 100µs, less than 0.15% of Cassandra’s response delay.
At the same time, we see that these reductions in decision-making
delay only have a marginal impact on QoE. Note that E2E does not
need to make a decision on the arrival of each request, due to these
optimizations. Instead, decisions are made periodically and cached
in the local memory of each Cassandra client; so when a request
arrives, its decision can be read directly from the client’s memory.
Fault tolerance: Finally, we stress test our prototype of E2E by disconnecting the E2E controller from the Cassandra testbed. Figure 18
shows a time-series of the QoE gain of requests. We disconnect
the controller at the 25th second. First, we see that Cassandra’s
replica selection still uses the latest E2E’s decisions cached in the
lookup table, so although the QoE gain drops (as the lookup table
becomes stale), it is still better than the default policy. At the 50th
second, a backup controller is automatically elected, and by the
75th second, the new controller starts to make the same decisions
as if the controller was never disconnected.

7.4

In-depth analysis

Operational regime: Figure 19 tests E2E’s performance across
a wide range of workloads, along three dimensions that in�uence
E2E’s performance. We synthetically generate requests by drawing
external delays and server-side delays from two normal distributions, respectively, and test them on the trace-driven simulator
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Figure 19: The impact of three key workload dimensions on E2E’s
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Figure 20: Sensitivity of QoE improvement to prediction errors in
external delay and requests per second.
using the QoE model from Figure 3. Although the server-side and
external delays in our traces do not exactly follow normal distributions, modeling them in this way allows us to test E2E’s performance under di�erent distribution conditions. For instance, we can
test the impact of increasing the mean of server-side delay on E2E’s
performance while keeping the external delay distribution �xed.
We set the default mean and variance of each distribution to
match those of the page type 1 requests in our traces, and vary
one dimension at a time. We see that at the beginning, E2E does
not yield any QoE gain, since there is no variability in the external
and server-side delays for it to exploit. Then, the QoE gain of E2E
starts to grow almost linearly with the server-side/external delay
ratio, external delay variance, and server-side delay variance, which
con�rms that E2E is able to utilize the variance in external and
server-side delays. To put this in the perspective of our traces, the
workload in our traces is on the “fast-growing” part of all curves
(red spots in Figure 19). This means we will see more QoE gain if
the workload moves to the right in any of these dimensions.
Robustness to prediction errors: Figure 20 shows the impact
that prediction errors, in the external delays and the number of
requests per second (RPS), have on E2E’s performance. We feed
page type 1 requests to the Cassandra testbed (speedup ratio 20x),
and inject a controllable error on the actual value to obtain the
estimated value. Figure 20(a) shows that even if the external delay
prediction is o� by 20% on each request, E2E still retains over 90% of
its QoE gain. Predicting the external delay with 20% (or 100-200ms)
error seems reasonable for most users [41]. Figure 20(b) shows that
E2E retains 91% of its QoE gain if the RPS is predicted with 10%
error. Empirically, we �nd that 10% prediction error is possible
when using the RPS history from the last 10 seconds (not shown).
QoE fairness: A natural concern is that E2E may create a less
fair QoE distribution. As an example, we use the QoE distributions
of E2E and the default policy from Figure 14(a) and page type 1.
We calculate Jain’s Fairness Index of the requests’ QoE values, and
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Timecard
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5.9
Total delay deadline
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Figure 21: E2E vs. Timecard (with di�erent total delay deadlines).
�nd that E2E’s Jain index (0.68) is lower but still very close to that
of the default policy (0.70). This is because E2E only deprioritizes
requests that are insensitive to QoE; these requests experience only
a marginal improvement in QoE when using the default policy.
E2E vs. deadline-driven scheduling: Unlike E2E, some prior
work (e.g., [21, 41]) models the impact of total delay on QoE as a
hard deadline: QoE drops to zero immediately after the total delay
exceeds the deadline. We use Timecard [41] as a canonical example of a deadline-driven scheduling policy, and compare E2E to it.
Timecard sets a total delay deadline and, given the external delay
of each request, tries to maximizes the number of requests served
by the deadline. We compare E2E with Timecard under total delay deadlines of 2.0, 3.4, and 5.9 seconds, using RabbitMQ as the
testbed. As Figure 21 shows, the QoE gain of E2E is consistently
better than Timecard under di�erent deadline settings. This is because the deadline-driven scheduler is agnostic to the di�erent QoE
sensitivities of requests that have already exceeded the deadline.
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RELATED WORK

We brie�y survey the most related work on web QoE, cloud resource
allocation, and web performance measurements.
Web QoE modeling/optimization: QoE has been intensively
studied in the context of web services (e.g., [10, 22]), mobile apps
(e.g., [9]), video streaming (e.g., [11, 23]), and measurement tools
(e.g., [48]). Prior work (e.g., [14, 25, 39]) has observed a similar nonlinear relationship between page loading time and QoE. Although
E2E uses a speci�c QoE model (based on our trace analysis), it
can bene�t from more precise models of how page loading time
a�ects QoE. Unlike prior QoE optimization techniques that tune
client-side knobs [16, 38] or provide server-side resources for individual sessions (e.g., [42, 43]), E2E intelligently allocates server-side
resources shared across a large number of heterogeneous users.
Web service resource allocation: There is a large literature
on cutting the tail/median server-side delays through better web
resource management, including distributed databases (e.g., [45,
49]), partition-aggregation workloads (e.g., [28, 32]), and caching
(e.g., [12, 13]). Cloud providers optimize WAN latency through better server selection (e.g., [18, 35]) and WAN path selection [44, 50].
E2E is conceptually compatible with many existing resource sharing
techniques (e.g., replica selection and message scheduling). What
distinguishes E2E is that it does not seek to minimize the median or
tail performance; instead, it takes into account the QoE sensitivity
of di�erent users when allocating server-side resources.
End-to-end performance analysis: There have been attempts to
measure the contribution of cloud, WAN, and client-side devices to
end-to-end delays [19, 20, 40]. Our observations on heterogeneous
QoE sensitivity corroborate some prior work (e.g., [20]) that show
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that cloud-side delays are not a constant fraction of end-to-end
delays for all users. These studies o�er useful insights for improving web service infrastructure [17, 31, 36] and building real-time
resource management systems [8, 21, 41].
The works most closely related to E2E are Timecard [41] and
DQBarge [21], which share with us the high-level idea of making
server-side decisions based on the QoE of end users [29]. In particular, they estimate the “slack” time between receiving a request and
its end-to-end delay deadline, and utilize this slack to maximize the
quality of the response. Although they allocate di�erent resources
to di�erent requests, they optimize individual requests in isolation,
which can cause resource contention when the system is under
stress or many requests have low slack time. In contrast, E2E optimizes QoE and resource allocation across requests, by harnessing
their inherent heterogeneity. We also empirically show that when
the QoE curve is like Figure 3, a deadline-based QoE model can be
less e�ective than E2E (§7.4).
E2E is similar to work (e.g., [33, 34]) that considers requests
with soft deadlines: i.e., QoE decreases gradually to zero after the
total delay exceeds a time threshold. These soft-deadline-driven
schedulers set the same threshold for all requests and do not take the
heterogeneity of web requests into account, whereas the resource
allocation in E2E considers di�erent QoE sensitivities.
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DISCUSSION

Incentives of other service providers: One concern about using E2E is that another service provider (e.g., an ISP) may try to
manipulate the external delays of its users to get better service
from E2E, by making them look more urgent. However, we prove
in Appendix A that it is impossible to improve a group of users’ QoE
without reducing at least some of their external delays. In other words,
E2E creates an incentive for other service providers to reduce their
delays, rather than gaming E2E by deliberately adding delays.
Security threat: In theory, E2E may introduce a new attack, in
which a large group of users hurt the QoE of other users by making themselves look more urgent, thus starving the other users of
resources (similar to a Denial-of-Service attack). We can envision
several detection/mitigation techniques for such an attack, such as
detecting abnormal changes to the external delay distribution, or
adding randomization to the actual server-side delays. We leave
investigation of these security issues to future work.
Interaction with existing policies: A web service provider often
integrate multiple resource allocation policies. Conceptually, E2E is
compatible with other prioritization schemes; they can be included
as input into E2E’s decision-making policy (e.g., by upweighting
the Q(·) values of premium tra�c), or E2E can be applied separately
to each priority class (e.g., premium users vs. basic users).
Complex request structures: In a real web framework like Microsoft’s, a high-level web request usually results in calls to multiple
backend services, and the request is not complete until it hears a
response from all the backend services [12]. A straightforward way
to handle this request structure is to apply E2E to each service in
isolation. However, this approach is suboptimal, because it may
cause a service to prioritize requests whose server-side delays are
determined by other backend services. For example, in Figure 11(a),
E2E prioritizes request B over A, since prioritizing A would cause B
to su�er a signi�cant QoE drop. But if B also depends on another,
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much slower service, speeding up B will not have a direct impact on
the user’s QoE. In this case, it would have been better to prioritize
A, whose QoE could actually have been improved. We can see that
an optimal resource allocation scheme for requests with complex
structure needs to take these backend service dependencies into
account. We leave this problem to future work.
Deployment at scale: E2E must face the following issues when
deployed in a large-scale production system.
• Multiple agents: For a web service to scale, it typically uses distributed agents (e.g., Cassandra clients or RabbitMQ message brokers), each making resource-allocation decisions independently.
In E2E, although each agent might see a di�erent subset of web
requests, its decisions are based on a global decision lookup table
built upon the global external delay distribution. In the unlikely
event that the requests are load balanced poorly across the agents,
it is possible for the resulting decisions to be suboptimal: e.g., in
the case of RabbitMQ, if one message broker only sees insensitive
requests, those requests will be at the head of its queue (there
are no sensitive requests to place ahead of them). We have not
investigated such scenarios in our current evaluation.
• Real-time external delay estimation: Our current prototype relies
on the external delays provided by our traces, but a real deployment would need to compute the external delay in real-time for
each request. E2E could accomplish this by borrowing ideas from
Timecard [41] and Mystery Machine [20]. Like Timecard, the
WAN-induced delay of a request could be derived from the roundtrip time of the TCP handshake packets and the TCP sliding
window size. To estimate the browser rendering time of a request,
E2E could use a model trained on historical traces (Mystery Machine) or on traces and the system con�guration (Timecard).
Timecard provides more accurate estimates but requires user
permission to access the system con�guration. Mystery Machine
does not need user cooperation but has lower accuracy, especially
for �rst-time users. Since E2E is not very sensitive to the accuracy
of the external delay estimates (Figure 20(a)), Mystery Machine’s
method could allow E2E to scale out and support more requests.
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CONCLUSION

We have described E2E, a resource allocation system that optimizes QoE by exploiting user heterogeneity. E2E gives any sharedresource service an end-to-end view of request delays, allowing it
to prioritize the handling of these requests based on how sensitive
their QoE is to delay. E2E can be used by multiple services if the
services do not interact on the same request. As we have discussed,
many web frameworks coordinate multiple services to complete a
single (high-level) request. Extending E2E to handle such complex
request dependencies is our primary direction of future work.
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We show that it is impossible to improve a group of users’ QoE
without reducing at least some of their external delays. Formally,
this can be expressed by the following theorem.
T������ 1. For n requests r 1, . . . , r n , suppose S and S 0 are the
server-side delay vector when the external delay vector is C and C 0 ,
Õ
Õ
respectively. Then i Q(c i0 + si0 ) > i Q(c i0 + si ) only if there is an r i
0
such that c i < c i .
Õ
P����. Our proof is by contradiction. Suppose that i Q(c i0 +
Õ
0
0
si ) > i Q(c i + si ) and for all i, c i c i (i.e., no request has a better
external delay). Then
’
’
Q(c i + si )
Q(c i + si0 ) (S is better than S given C)
i

’
i
i

Q(c i0 + si0 )

⇤

USER STUDY ON WEB QUALITY OF
EXPERIENCE

We provide more details about our user study, which measures
the relationship between page load time (PLT) and quality of user
experience. We conduct this study on participants hired through
Amazon MTurk [1], a crowdsourcing marketplace.
Test procedure: Before entering the study, participants have to
�ll out a questionnaire about their basic information, such as age
group, nationality, gender, time spent online per day, and primary
use of internet. Each participant is asked to rate their experience
of the same web page when it is loaded with di�erent PLTs. Since
the actual PLT of a page may be a�ected by many factors—e.g., the
participants’ browsers, operating systems, and network conditions—
we show each participant a video recording of the web page being
loaded at a certain speed, rather than letting them load the web
page. This ensures that all the participants experience the same
PLTs. The videos of di�erent PLTs are played in a random order.
After watching a video, the participants rate the video with a score
ranging from 1 to 5 (with 1 being the least satisfactory and 5 being
the most satisfactory), and this score is regarded as the QoE for the
PLT shown in the video.
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Video recording: In our study, we need to show videos of certain
PLTs. To avoid uncontrollable WAN and server-side delays, we �rst
download all web page content on a local machine, and then load
the pages on this machine. This reduces the factors a�ecting PLT to
(1) the browser rendering time on the machine, which is a function
of system con�guration (e.g., operating system, computer hardware,
browser version, etc.) but remains �xed, and (2) the web data packet
arrival rate. Since the data packets are loaded from the local machine
itself, we can achieve the desired PLT by tuning the per-packet delay
using a Chrome developer tool called NoThro�ling. This allows us
to load each web page at the desired PLT, and record a video of
the loading process. These are the videos that are downloaded and
shown to the participants during the study.
Results: We ran the user study on the three page types in our traces
(Table 1), as well as four other web pages: a Google search results
page and the homepages of Amazon, CNN News, and YouTube.
For each page, we use 50 MTurk participants. Figure 22 shows
the results for the four web pages. We can see that although the
websites have di�erent PLT sensitivities, a sigmoid-like relationship
between QoE and PLT exists for all of them.
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Figure 22: The relationship between page load time and user rating
in di�erent websites.
Response validation: A common problem in crowdsourcing is
the validation of participants’ responses. We �ltered invalid responses in two ways:
• Engagement: Spending too long or too short on a video may
indicate that the participant is distracted or unengaged. We set
time thresholds for identifying such participants, and remove any
response that takes more than 35 seconds or less than 2 seconds.
• Outliers: We view the average of all responses as the “ground
truth”. We drop responses from participants whose ratings consistently deviate from the ground truth by 3, across all videos.

